Airport Surplus – Holman Aviation

3-4 vessel data plate.

Vessel Model Number VFCS-658-4K3
Maximum Flow Rate 325 USGPM
Vessel Orientation V
Category C
Type S
Similarity Report No. 66-733
Coalescers I 633C5 TB (4)
Separator SO-629VA5 (3)
Tank 3-4

US Electric Motor.
15 HP
Volts – 208-240 VAC
Blackmer Helical Reducer Model HRB
Blackmer 4” Pump Model GX4E.

Tank 5 vessel data plate.

Vessel Model Number FCS-762-10N11
Maximum Flow Rate 365 USGPM
Vessel Orientation Side Open
Category C
Type SLW
Similarity Report No. 81-022
Coalescers I 628C5 TB (5)
Separator SO-609VA5 (3)
Tank 5

WEG Electric Motor
15 HP
Volts – 208-240 VAC
Viking Helical Pump
Roper Pump 4” serial #44356

Tank 6 Vessel Data Plate

Vessel Model Number VFCS-1059-18K1
Max Flow Rate 490 USGPM
Vessel Orientation V
Category C
Type S
Similarity Report Number 66-701
Serial # 29940
Coalescers I 633C5 TB (6)
Separator SO-623VA5 (5)
Tank 6

WEG Electric Motor
7 ½ HP.
Volts – 208-240 VAC
4” pump. Not sure of Mfg.

**Tank 7 Vessel Data Plate**

Vessel Model Number VFCS-859-6K21
Maximum Flow Rate 310 USGPM
Vessel Orientation V
Category C
Type S
Similarity Report Number 66-521
Serial # 198T??
Coalescers I 622C5 TB (6)
Separator SO-623VA5 (3)

**Other items available:**
(7) Baker Industries Model 700-3 Spill Boxes with the Entry Boot on the rear.
(1) Fuel Tech Industries 20 gallon Aluminum Sump Saver/Reclaimer
Jet Fuel Density Valve
A crate that has a variety of 3” shut off valves, and also a variety of Fill Rite piston Sump Pumps
2” x 14’ Certified Fuel hoses